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COURSE DESCRIPTION
Joomchi is a unique Korean traditional way of making textured handmade paper by using water, and eager
hands. This workshop offers participants the opportunity to become acquainted with its history, practice and role
in Korean society, as well as the hands-on techniques and many other usages of the form. Joomchi creates
strong, textural and painterly surfaces by layering and agitating Hanji (Korean mulberry papers). Its usages are
diverse and it can be incorporated into surface design, collage, new way of drawing, garments, unconventional
body ornament or sculptural object: 2-D & 3D either functional or fine art oriented. The possibilities are endless!
MATERIALS LIST
➢ 1 Water sprayer with adjustable nozzle– prefer larger sized one. (Arrowmont has some to share if you don’t
own)
➢ 2 Used towel (larger than the corrugated plastic boards) (Arrowmont has limited supply)
➢ Waterproof Apron or clothing that can be ruined by dyes
➢ One or two Zip block sandwich bags
➢ Hand Lotion/thin lab gloves if your hand is sensitive(optional)
➢ 2-3” cheap flat paint brush and water bucket or container that fits the brush
➢ Sketchbook or a few white copy papers / Different thickness and colored permanent markers
➢ Couple of thin white large kitchen trash bags
➢ Scissor / Paper cutter (Arrowmont has scissors to share)
➢ Awl and Paper punch
➢ A roll of 24" wide Bubble wrap (small bubble) and a packing tape
➢ 5 of 24” x 36” various colored 100 percent mulberry papers (medium thickness) – I listed the minimal
number so that the more is the merrier (fyi, I am bringing extra for sale 1 sheet per $6 so don’t worry if you
cannot find the right paper to bring.)
➢ * Scraps of newspaper, rice paper, cotton, etc in various colors no need to buy full sheets just what you
have home
➢ Various colored, textured, and thickness yearns and threads with a thick/big eye needle
➢ Optional: cutting board / acrylic paint
➢ Flash drive (to protect and save data to and from Library computers)
➢ Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week)

The Supply Store has a small selection of materials for all mediums. If you intend on purchasing
items from the store once you arrive on campus, please reach out to our supply store to ensure we
have those materials in stock. Call 856-436-5860 Ext. 25 or email store@arrowmont.org
MATERIALS FEES: $55 - 150
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the
studio by the entire class. In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in
the class. Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor

If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor:
artloverjiyoung@yahoo.com

